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Dance Upon the AirWhen Nell Channing arrives on charming Three Sisters Island, she believes that

she's finally found refuge from her abusive husband.... But even in this quiet, peaceful place, Nell

never feels entirely at ease. Just as Nell starts to wonder if she'll ever be able to break free of her

fear, she realizes that the island suffers from a terrible curseâ€•one that can only be broken by the

descendants of the Three Sisters, the witches who settled the island back in 1692.Heaven and

EarthRipley Todd just wants to live a quiet, peaceful kind of life. Her job as a sheriff's deputy keeps

her busy and happy. She's perfectly content, except for one thing: she has special powers that both

frighten and confuse herâ€•and though she tries hard to hide them, she can't get them under

control.... Distraction soon arrives in the handsome form of MacAllister Bookeâ€•a researcher who's

come to investigate the rumors of witchcraft that haunt Three Sisters Island.Face the FireMia Devlin

knows what it is like to love with your whole heartâ€•and then watch your love walk away. Years ago,

she and Sam Logan shared an incredible bond built on passion, legend, and fate. But then one day

he fled Three Sisters Island, leaving her lost in memories of the magic they sharedâ€•and

determined to live without love. The new owner of the island's only hotel, Sam has returned to Three

Sisters with hopes of winning back Mia's affections. Sheâ€™ll need his helpâ€•and his powersâ€•to

face her greatest, most terrifying challenge.
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Ok, so this was similar to Robert's other trilogies in that it had the 3 men, 3 women, finding love,



trust and justice. BUT - the character's personalities pulled me in like the winds of a tornado! By the

end - I loved every one of them. Unlike some other stories, the "bad side" wasn't boring at all. It

actually had me worried and made me experience a vested interest in the lives of the sisters and

their friends.Three hundred years after a curse and a spell was conjured in the 1600's, the

decendants of the original 'three sisters' come together as the curse is ready to erupt. Now the three

were brought together by destiny and their ancestral past to fight the evil ready to take the island.

It's their story - of love and broken hearts, acceptance and rejections, honesty and belief.Nell ran

from an abusive relationship to find herself on Three Sisters Island to learn about herself - Ripley

struggled with and denied her powers for many years and Mia accepted and respected her powers

and was well known as the witch of the island.My real life was like Nell's in the first book so I could

relate to that - my personality is like Ripley's in the second book - so I could laugh at myself and

"see me" like others do! Lastly, I try to be just like Mia -- I saw myself in these three women and I'm

almost positive you will find something to relate to as well.Their stories are true to life, easy to relate

and absolutely interesting to read. When you're not worried about Nell's X finding her, you're

worried about what Ripley's gonna do in a aggravated outburst...it's realistic, heartfelt and written in

such a way that you're sure to enjoy this read.I loved it and I believe it was because it could be a

"real" scenario.
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